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Abstract of EP0540136

The invention relates to a mechanical brake for a

hoist and traction machine, whichi s provided at

braking surfaces of a driving member (8)

opposite to lining plates (9, 10) with brake

releasing force control layers (7b, 8b, 11c) each

comprising a plating layer made of nickel

phosphorus; nickel chromium or chromium and
heat-treated, so that the surface condition of

each braking surface of the driving member (8)

can be controlled and the surface hardness can

be diminished, whereby an initial force for the

brake releasing during the lowering a load or the

releasing traction thereof is adapted to be lower.
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© Mechanical brake for a hoist or traction machine.

m

© The invention relates to a mechanical brake for a

hoist and traction machine, whichi s provided at

braking surfaces of a driving member (8) opposite to

lining plates (9. 10) with brake releasing force control

layers (7b, 8b, 11c) each comprising a plating layer

made of nickel phosphorus; nickel chromium or

chromium and heat-treated, so that the surface

condition of each braking surface of the driving

member (8) can be controlled and the surface

hardness can be diminished, whereby an Initial force

for the brake releasing during the lowering a load or

the releasing traction thereof is adapted to be lower.
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The present invention relates to a mechanical

brake for a hoist and traction machine, and more

particularly to a mechanical brake for a hoist and

traction machine provided with lining plates and a

braking member having at both sides thereof

braking surfaces opposite to the lining plates re-

spectively.

The conventional hoist and traction machine,

as disclosed in, for example, the Japanese Utility

Model Laid-open Gazette No. Sho 63-142389.

has been used in a lever type hoist and traction

machine, a manual hoist and traction machine or a

motor -driven hoist and traction machine. The

mechanical brake comprises a driven member ro-

tatable together with a driving shaft,a driving

member forwardly screwable therewith, a braking

ratchet wheel engageable with a braking pawl, and

lining plates disposed to sandwich threrebetween

the braking ratchet wheel, the ratchet wheel and

lining piates being interposed between the driven

member and the driving member. For example, in

the manual hoist and traction machine, when a load

is hoisted or hauided, the driving member is driven

by a lever, a hand wheel or the like, so that the

driving member, when driven, screws toward the

driven member to bring the braking surface of the

driving member into press - contact with one lining

plate and further screws forward to bring one lining

plate and the other Into press - contact with the

braking surfaces of the driven member and braking

ratchet wheel respectively, thereby transmitting a

braking force from the driven meber to the driving

shaft. Also, when the driving member is subjected

to no driving Input, the braking ratchet wheel en -

gages with the braking pawl so as to be stationary

and to restrain the reverse rotation and the me-
chanical brake operates to brake the reverse rota -

tion of the driving shaft caused by a load, thereby

enabling the load to be held in the state of being

hoisted or hauled.

In a case where such braking state is released

to lower the load or release traction thereof, the

driving member is reversely rotated to screw

backwardly with respect to the lining plate, thereby

releasing the braking force.

In a case where the load is lowered or the

traction thereof is released during the operation of

the mechanical brake, the driving member is re-

versely rotated to screw backwardly, thereby re-

leasing the braking action of the mechanical brake

as the above-mentioned, in which a predeter-

mined releasing force corresponding to the load,

but changeable therewith at the initial stage, is

required. In other words, when the load acts oh a

load sheave In association with the driving shaft, a

force by the load, which is intended to reversely

rotate the load sheave, is transmitted to the driving

member and allows it to screw toward the lining

plate, the force being converted into a tightening

force for the lining plate and becomes larger as the

load is larger. Therefore, for lowering the load or

the releasing the traction, the driving member

6 braked by the tightening force screws backwardly

to release the braking action and in the initial stage

of screwing backwardly the driving member to re-

lease its braking action, a force overcoming the

tightening force must be Input into the lever or

70 hand wheel for screwing backwardly the driving

member. In other words, when the load is lowered

by the lever or the like, a relatively lighter force

than the tightening force set corresponding to the

load, after the load lowering has started, can be

75 used to lower the load, but In the initial stage of

load - lowering operation a large releasing force

corresponding to the tightening force is required.

In the state where cargoes on a load carrying

platform of a truck are tightened by traction op-
20 oration of the machine, when the traction and

cargo -tightening are released, in the initial stage,

similarly, a large releaseing force caused by

backward screw of the driving member and cor-

responding to the tightening force of the mechani-

25 cal brake is required.

However, in the conventional mechanical brake,

the braking surfaces of the driving member, driven

member and braking ratchet wheel, all are formed

of the surface of raw material so as not to control

30 the coefficient of friction, whereby the release of

braking force at the initial stage of load lowering

operation varies so that the releasing force larger

than the tightening force corresponding to the load

may be required. And, depending on the material

35 of lining plates, the above-mentioned members
may be attacked by the lining plate to vary in the

surface condition, or an external condition , such as

rusting, may be added to vary the surface con-

dition, whereby the coefficient of friction increases

40 to make the releasing force further larger and the

braking action cannot occasionally be released.

The present invention has been designed by

studying that the brake releasing force transmitted

from the lever to the driving member is governed

45 mainly by the surface condition of the braking

surface of the driving member opposite to the

lining plate and for intensively urging the lining

plate and that the surface condition is not suffi -

ciently supervised so as to vary the brake releasing

50 force input from the lever to the driving member,

thereby creating the problem in that a proper brake

releasing force cannot release the braking action.

An object of the invention is to provide a me-
chanical brake for a hoist and traction machine

55 which can control variation in the surface condition

at the braking surface of the braking member,

maintain the brake releasing force in a proper vat -

ue, obtain a sufficient braking force,- and be lightly

2
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operated even at the initial stage of load lowering

or traction releasing operation.

In order to attatin the above object, in the

present invention, the mechanical brake for the

hoist and traction machine provided with the lining

plates and braking member having the braking

surfaces opposite to the respective lining plates is

provided at the braking surfaces with brake re -

leasing force control layers comprising plating

layers of nickel phosphate, nickel chromium, or

chromium, the plating layers being heat-treated.

Also, each brake releasing force control layer is

preferable to have surface hardness of Vickers

hardness of 350 or more.

The plating layers are preferable to be heat-

treated at an austenlte transformation temperature

of the braking member and are dispersed on the

surfaces of material of the braking member.

As the above-mentioned, since the braking

force release control layer Is provided at the brak -

Ing member, especially the braking surface of the

driving member, the surface condition of the brak -

ing surface In contact with the lining plate can be

controlled, thereby eliminating variation between

the products, and the control layer is formed by

heat-treating the plating layer. Hence, the surface

hardness thereof Is improvable In comparison with

the surface of plating layer and variation in the

coefficient of friction can be eliminated to that

extent and controlled to be a proper value. Also,

the control layer is not affected by trouble, such as

the attack of lining plate or the rusting, and can

eliminate variation in the surface condition caused

by the trouble.

Accordingly, the brake releasing force control

layer can maintain in a proper value the brake

releasing force during the traction - releasing or the

load lowering, whereby a force at the initial stage of

brake -releasing can be controlled to be smaller in

value than the tightening force corresponding to the

load. As the result, a sufficient braking force can be

obtained and also load lowering or the traction

releasing can lightly be performed.

The control layer has the surface hardness of

Vickers hardness of 350 or more, whereby damage

thereof by the attack of lining plate can be reduced

and the coefficient of friction can be controlled

further lower. Hence, the force at the initial stage of

brake releasing at the load lowering or tract ion

releasing can be controlled in a proper value

smaller than the tightening force, and moreover,

into a smaller error range . Also, the plating layer is

dispersed and permeated onto the surface of raw

material of the braking memebr, so that the surface

hardness can be Vickers hardness of, for example,

600 or more, thereby enabling the error range to

be further smaller and the initial force to be con -

trolled Into a smaller proper value.

These and other objects of the invention will

become more apparent in the detailed description

and examples which follow.

5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a sectional view in part of a preferred

embodiment of a mechanical brake of the

present Inventin, and

70 Fig. 2 is a sectional view of a lever type hoist

and traction machine as a whole, applied with

the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

75

The mechanical brake of the present invention,

when applied to, for examlple, a lever type hoist

and traction machine, that is, a manual hoist and

traction machine, as shown in Fig. 2, can more

20 effectively demonstrate the effect thereof. The lever

type hoist and traction machine shown in Fig.2 Is

so constructed that a tubular shaft 4 having a load

sheave 3 is rotatably supported between first and

second side plates 1 and 2 disposed opposite to

25 each other and spaced at a predetermined interval,

a driving shaft 5 is relative - rotatably supported

within the tubular shaft 4, and a reduction gear

mechanism 6 of a plurality of reduction gears is

interposied between the load sheave 3 and the

30 axially outside end of the driving shaft 5 projecting

outwardly from the second side plate 2, so that the

reduction gear mechanism 6 is adapted to reduce

the speed of rotation of the driving shaft 5 and to

transmit the rotation thereof toward the load sheave

35 3.

A driven member 7 having a flange screws with

the axially outside portion of the driving shaft 5

projecting outwardly from the first side plate 1, a

driving member 8 having teeth 81 screws with the

40 driving shaft 5 at the axial outside of the driven

merhber 7, a braking ratchet wheel 11 serving as

an anti - reverse - rotation member is Interposed

between the driving member 8 and the driven

member 7, at the first side plate 1 is provided a

45 braking pawl 12 engageabte with the braking

ratchet wheel 11, the braking ratchet wheel 11 is

adapted to allow the driving shaft 5 only to rotate in

the drivng direction thereof so as to check the

reverse rotation, and lining plates 9 and 10 are

50 interposed between the driving member 8 and the

braking ratchet wheel 11 and between the driven

member 7 and the same respectively.The braking

ratchet wheel 11 sandwiched between the lining

plates 9 and 10, the driving member 8, and the

55 driven member 7 constitute a mechanical brake 13,

As shown in Fig.1, the driving member 8,

driven member 7 and braking ratchet wheel 11

have, at the surfaces thereof opposite to the lining

3
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plates 9 and 10, braking surfaces 8a, 7a, 11a and

11b respectively, so that the driving" member 8 is

rotitably driven by operating an operating lever to

be discussed below so as to screw toward the

driven member 7, whereby the braking surface 8a

of the driving member 8 comes into press -contact

with the lining plate 9, and the lining plates 9 and

10 come into press - contact with the braking sur-

faces 11a and lib of the braking ratchet wheel 11

and with the braking surfaces 7a and 8a of the

driven member 7 and driving member 8 respec-

tively, whereby a driving force transmitted from the

operating lever 16 to the driving member 8 is

transmitted to the driving shaft 5 so as to drive the

load sheave 3 to hoist or haul a load.

When the driving member 8 is given no input

from the operating lever 16, the braking ratchet

wheel 11 is stationary by the braking pawl 12 to

thereby brake the driving shaft 5 against reverse

rotation caused by the load. In addition, reference

numeral 70 designates a restraint spring for re-

straining the driven member 7 from axial move-
ment.

Furthermore, at the outside of a brake cover

13a covering the outer peripheral portion of the

mechanical brake 13 and radially outwardly of the

driving member 8 is provided an operating lever 16

having a pawl member 14 provided with a normally

or reversely rotating pawl engageable with the

teeth 81 provided at the outer periphery of the

driving member 8 and an operating portion 15 for

engaging or disengaging the pawl member 14 with

or from the teeth 81, so that the lever 16 is op-
erated to normally or reversely rotate the driving

member 8 through the pawl member 14 selectively

engageable with one of the teeth 81 , thereby ac -

tuating the mechanical brake 13 to allow the chain

engaging with the load sheave 3 to hoist, lower, or

haul a load , or release traction thereof.

In addition, the hoist and traction machine

shown in Fig .2 is provided with a free rotation

control mechanism for releasing the operation of

the mechanical brake 13 during the no loading and

for making the driving shaft 5 freely rotatable. The

free rotation control mechanism, which is not an

important point of the present invention, is omitted

of its detailed description, but In brief, the mecha-
nism is so constructed that the driving shaft 5 is

provided at the axial end side thereof with serration

20, onto which a sleeve 21 and a stopper 23 are

fitted, the stopper 23 is fixed to the axial end of the

driving shaft 5 by screwably tightening a nut 24

screwable with a threaded portion (not shown) at

the axial end of the driving shaft 5. between the

stopper 23 and the driving member 8 is axially

movably Interposed a free rotation operating handle

22 so as to be not - relative - rotatably coupled with

the stopper 23 through coupling means 30, and

between the handle 22 and the stopper 23 is

interposed a spring 25 for biasing the handle 22

toward the driving member 8. The operating handle

22 is provided at the surface thereof opposite to

5 the driving member 8 with engaging projections

22a projecting toward the driving member 8 as

shown in Fig. 2, and the driving member 8 is

provided at the opposite surface thereof to the

operating handle 22 with a regulation portion 82 for

70 regulating a relative rotation range of the driving

member 8 with respect to the opeating handle 22

and for enabling the driving member 8 to relative -

rotate with respect to the driving member 8 within

the regulation range and a free rotation control

75 surface 83 which Is positioned closer to the op-
erating handle 22 than the regulation portion 82

and comes into elastic contact with the engaging

projectin 22a by a biasing force of the spring 25

caused by the axial movement of the operating

20 handle 22 toward the stopper 23 and by the rota-

tion of the handle 22 at a predetermined angle as

shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the operating handle 22

Is operated during the no loading and the engaging

projection 22a is brought Into elastic contact with

25 the free rotation control surface 83, whereby the

operation of mechanical brake 13 Is released, the

driving shaft 5 Is made free - rotatable , and the

free rotation control can be held within the pre-

determined range.

30 In the embodiment shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the

mechanical brake 13 for the lever type hoist and

traction machine constructed as the above - men -

tloned is so constructed that at the braking sur-

faces 7a, 8a, 11a and lib of the driven member 7,

35 driving~membir8 and~braking ratchet wheel 11

serving as the braking member at the mechanical

brake 13 are provided brake releasing force control

layers 7b, 8b and 11c each comprising a plating

layer oT nickel phosphate, nickel chromium or

40 chromium, which Is heat-treated.

In other words, the driven member 7, driving

member 8 and braking ratchet wheel 1 1 are ap -

plied with electroless plating to be formed in plat -

ing layers and then heat-treated in a heating

45 furnace at a temperature of 300 for 1 to 2 hours

so as to have the surface hardness of VIckers

hardness of 350 through 450 respectively.

In addition, the above - mentioned heat treat -

ment may be performed In a heating furnace at a

50 temperature of 400' C for 1 to 2 hours. In this case,

the surface hardness of the control layer can be

VIckers hardness of 400 through 500 higher than

the heat treatment at 300 * C.

The brake releasing force control layers 7b, 8b

55 and 11c can control the surface conditions "of the

brakeing surfaces 7a, 8a, 11a and Vlb, thereby

eliminating variation~in~The~c6efficlent~bf friction

between the products. Also, since not only the

4
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plating layer is formed but also the heat treatment

is carried out so as to raise the surface hardness,

the coefficient of friction can be lower to that extent

and the Initial force for the brake releasing during

the lowering the load can be controlled to a proper

value.

In other words, the load lowering is performed

in such a manner that the reverse rotation pawl of

the pawl member 14 engages with one of the teeth

81 of the driving member 8 and the lever 16 is

operated in swinging motion so that the driving

member 8 is reversely rotated to move rightwardly

in Fig. 2, whereby the braking surface 8a of driving

member 8 is released from biasing theTining plate

9 and the braking action of mechanical brake 13 Is

released.

However, when the load sheave 3 in associ-

ation with the driving shaft 5 is subjected to a load,

the tightening force corresponding to the load acts

on the driving member 8 as the above-mentioned.

Accordingly, in this state, when the driving member
8 is reversely rotated overcoming the tightening

force and the braking action of mechanical brake

13 is released to lower the load, if the coefficient of

friction of the braking surface, especially the brak -

ing surface 8a of the driving member 8, varies, the

brake releasing force for load lowering also leads

to variation, whereby, when the coefficient of fric -

tion Is larger, especially in the initial stage of re -

leasing the braking action, a large brake releasing

force is required. The present Invention, however,

is provided at the braking surfaces 7a, 8a, 11a and

11b of the braking members 7, 8 and 11 with the

brake releasing force control layers 7b, 8b and 11c

respectively, so that the variation in the coefficiente

of friction can be controlled and set to a proper

value, and is not affected by attack of the lining

plate or by rusting, whereby the proper set value

can be maintained for a long time. As the result,

even In the initial stage of load lowering by

oeprating the lever 16, the proper brake releasing

force controlled by the control layer can lightly

release the braking action.

Alternatively, at the austenite transformation

temperature of material constituting the braking

members : the driven member 7, driving member 8

and braking ratchet wheel 11, for example, at

850 *C, the plating layers may be heat-treated

and dispersed and permeated into the material to

constitute the control layers 7b, 8b and 11c.

In this case, the heat treatrnent mayT^e per-

formed by high frequency induction heating other

than using the heating furnace. Also, it is preferable

that the plating layer, after heat-treated, is cooled

by water or oil to be quenched and then tempered

at a temperature of 200 through 500 *C, usually

300 through 450 'C so as to be of martensite

system, in which the surface hardness of the con-

trol layer can be Vickers hardness of 600 or more,

for example, 800 through 1000.

In addition, in the above-mentioned embodi- s

ment the plating layer of nickel phosphate Is used,

5 but a playting layer of nickel chromium or chro-

mium can be used and heat-treated to obtain the

same effect.

In addition, in all the braking members and the

whole surfaces are formed the brake releasing

70 force control layers, in which the initial force for

releasing the braking force is problematical espe-

cially in the surface condition at the braking surface

8a of the driving member 8, whereby the braking

layer 8b may be provided on the braking surface

75 8a onlyT In a case where all the braking members
iFe provided with the control layers 7b, 8b and 11c

, it is preferable that the plating layers are formed

on the whole surfaces of each braking member
from the point of manufacture and function, but

20 they may be formed only on the braking surfaces

7a,8a, 11a and lib.

AltemativelyTlhe present invention may be

applied to a lever type hoist and traction machine

having no reduction gear mechanism, or to a

25 manual hoist and traction machine using a hand

wheel instead of the lever.

As seen from the above, the mechanical brake

for the hoist and traction machine of the present

invention provided with the lining plates and the

30 braking members having the braking surfaces op-
posite thereto , is provided at the braking surfaces

of the braking members with the brake releasing

force control layers comprising the plating layers of

nickel phosphate, nickel chromium or chromium

35 and heat-treated, in other words, the control lay-

ers control the surface conditions of the braking

surfaces, whereby variation in the brake releasing

force during the load lowering or traction releasing

to release the braking action can be eliminated,

40 and moreover the control layers for controlling the

surface conditions are not only formed of the plat -

ing layers but also heat-treated, whereby the

surface hardness can be improved in comparison

with the mere formation of plating layer, and the

45 coefficient of friction can be controlled to be lower

to that extent.

Accordingly, the Initial force for releasing the

braking action during the load lowering can be

controlled to be a proper value smaller than the

50 tightening force corresponding to the load, whereby

a sufficient braking force (tightening force) is ob-
tainable and also the load lowering or traction re -

leasing is lightly performable.

Also, the surface hardness of the respective

55 braking layers is Vickers hardness of 350 or more,

so that the initial force for releasing the braking

action during the traction releasing or load lowering

can be controlled to be the proper value smaller

5
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than the tightening force and can be controiled in a

smaller error range. The plating layer is dispersed

and permeated into the surface of material of the

respective braking members, so that the surface

hardness can be, for example, Vickers hardness of

600 or more, thereby enabling the error range to

be reduced and the initial force to be controlled to

a further smaller proper value.

while a preferred embodiment of the invention

has been described using, specific terms, such

description is for illustrative purpose only, and it is

to be understood that changes and variations may
be made without departing from the spirit or scope

of the following claims.

Claims

driving merhber, driven member and anti-

reverse - rotation member having braking sur -

faces (8a, 7a, 11a, 11b) at the opposite sur-

faces to said lining plates (9, 10), all said

5 braking surface being provided with said brake

releasing force control layers respectively.

70

15

1. A mechanical brake for a hoist and , traction

machine Provided with lining plates (9, 10) and

braking members having braking surfaces (8a, 20

7a, 11a, lib) opposite to said lining platei,

compriiing,
~

said braking surfaces of said braking mem-
bers, which are provided with brake releasing

control layers respectively, * 25

each of said brake releasing force control lay -

ers (7b.8b.11c) comprising a plating layer of

one of nickel phosphate, nickel chromium and

chromium, said plating layers bring heat-

treated 30

2. A mechanical brake for a hoist and traction

machine according to claim 1, wherein said

brake releasing force control layer has surface

hardness of Vickers hardness of 350 or more. 35

3. A mechanical brake for a hoist and traction

machine acording to claim 1, wherein a heat

treatment temperature of said plating layer is

an austenite transformation temperature and 40

said plating layer is dispersed into the surface

of material of each of said braking members.

4. A mechanical brake for a hoist and traction

machine according to claim 1, wherein said 45

mechanical brake comprises a driving member

(8) screwable with a driving shaft (5), a driven

member (7) integrally rotatable with said driv-

ing member, an anti - reverse - rotation mem -

ber (11) Interposed between said driving so

member (8) and said driven member (7) and

allowed to rotate only in the rotationally driving

direction of said driving shaft (5) and restrained

from reversely rotation, and a pair of lining

plates (9, 10) interposed between said driving 55

member and said anti - reverse - rotation

member and between said driven member and

said anti - reverse - rotation member, said

6
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